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During these days of uncertainty, where we live  
under such strange circumstances, our practice is more  
important than ever before. Yoga keeps us connected. 
To ourselves, our friends, our family and our students. 

I want to challenge you all to keep on sharing your 
teachings and practice with the people around you. 
It’s so important that we keep the energy high and 
keep supporting our body and mind with yoga.  
Especially the people that don’t have a regular practice. 
You are the teacher, it’s your role to inspire them and 
to keep them coming back on the mat. 

I know making videos is something different than 
teaching in front of a class. But I highly recommend 
that you give it a shot. I ensure you that it’s much more 
fun than you might think. It’s also very good for your 
own home practice: you have an audience. 

In this document I’ll give you 4 easy steps to create a 
perfect yoga video that will inspire your students. It 
can also be used to set up an online live class via Zoom,  
Instagram or Facebook. Follow all steps, be creative, 
get in the film flow and shine your beautiful personality 
out into the world. 

Let's start
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HI
I am Roos, 40% yoga teacher, 40% video maker 
and 20% just me. My passion is to share my love 
for yoga and video making. 

Feel free to connect with me:
Roos de Jong 
Tathata Video - Amsterdam
+316 4222 34 84 

namaste@tathata-video.com
tathata-video.com 
@tathata.video
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Preparation is 
half the battle

When you are recording a yoga video you have to approach it as a normal class but take a little extra time 
to prepare and finish it. Block this time so that you won’t get distracted. 

Start by thinking about what you want to teach, what message you want to bring and maybe you want to 
insert something special today. It’s important that although you are probably alone in the room, you will 
talk directly to your students. You need to have exactly the same energy as always. I recommend you to 
show the postures yourself instead of a roommate or someone else. The students chose to follow you 
Building up this (online) presence is important and they will get used to you. 

There are three types of videos that you can make for your students. Pick an option that works best for 
you. And give it a try. 

STEP

01

This quick video is shot easily and can be put online as fast as a live session. You talk to your  
students and show directly what they need to do. Make sure your sound   is good (read 
more about it later). This is definitely the easiest option to produce and this is your 
option if you choose to go live on Facebook, Instagram, Zoom or platforms like these.   
You’ll need an external mic though, cause otherwise your students won’t be able to 
hear you clearly. And then you loose your audience. 

This is an another easy option that prevents you to do a lot of afterwork, but you have 
a bit more freedom to show your asana’s clearly. First you are explaining all the pos-
tures in your mic (you can use voice memo on your phone). When it’s done you play 
your teachings and while filming you show them what to do. The downside is that you 
do need two camera/phones for this option. And you have to make sure the audio is 
placed next to the camera that is filming. 

In the last option you film your whole sequence first and afterwards you will record 
your audio. So you speak while looking at your own video. This way you can precisely 
teach your students what to do and even give comments to what you see.
This is my favourite option, because you can adjust everything the way you want. But 
if you don’t have any experiencing with editing videos it it can be quite a challenge to 
sync the audio with the video.  (I’ll recommend some tools later.)

THE ONETAKER1

AUDIO FIRST

2
FILM FIRST

3
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Clear your space

When you teach you always want a clear space, 
but when you film it is extra important. Make sure 
the space is clean, neat and as empty as possible.  
Preferably you only have your yogamat (if neces-
sary with props) and 1 extra item to create a warm 
and welcome ambiance like a candle, buddha or 
something from nature. If there is a closet or bank 
you can't avoid, no problem, but make it look neat. 

Place your mat in a good spot in the room with 
some space around, so it’s not too close to the wall. 
Of course this completely depends on the space 
you are working with. It’s fantastic if you have a big 
room but - although a bit more challenging - small 
rooms can work out fine as well.

Dress up 

Make sure you wear your best yoga-outfit and not 
your pyjamas. 

Your gear

If you have a good camera, I would use it. 
Mostly the quality is a bit better and you can  
control the settings, but you need to know what 
you are doing. When in doubt, or you don’t have 
one, just go for your tablet or smartphone. That will  
do the job perfectly. Make sure you film with your 
back camera, not with the selfie camera up front, 
because the quality is much better, you can even 
adjust the quality in the your phone settings. And 
first check if there is enough space on your device. 

the set up
STEP

02
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Camera placement

In my opinion, the quality of the shots is 
less important than the placement of your 
camera. You want your students to see your 
whole body. Use a tripod if you have, or build 
one yourself. It’s easier than you think. Make 
sure you don’t place your camera too high 
(you don’t want your students to look down 
on you) or to low (thats an awful view). Best 
placement of the camera is around similar  
level as  your mid waist.

Horizontal vs. vertical

This is always a discussion, how to film, land-
scape or portrait. It depends on the platform 
you choose. Some guidelines:

Horizontal
Youtube 
Zoom (live) 
Facebook feed

There are three good options to place your  
camera. Check, play around and choose the  
option that suits your style the best.  

Inspiration to build 
your own tripod

#TIP 
If you want your video to be even 

more pro, you can use multiple 

camera’s and place them at every 

angle. It’s does add some extra 

edit work afterwards, but this gives 

your students an even better view 

on the asana’s. 

Vertical
Instagram (live)
Facebook (live) 
IGTV 
Snapchat

1

2

3
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Light

Make sure you have enough light. It’s better to 
have too much than too little. It could be good to 
place an extra light on your mat, but make sure 
you don’t create too much shadows. 
Also make sure you place your lamps out of the 
frame. We don’t want your class to be distracted 
by it. 

Sound

Sound is one of the most 
importants parts of your 
video. If you have an exter-
nal mic, use it. Follow the 
following checks to prevent  
unintelligibility and so make 
sure your student can follow 
your cues. 

make sure your roommates don’t disturb you (also babies, cats and dogs;  
although  supercute, it’s distracting your teachings) 

put phone on airplane mode 

when recording the sound: bring the mic close to your mouth, but not too close. 
Replay to hear that it’s loud enough and you don’t hear your breath. 

when you choose option 2 (record audio first) make sure the placement of your 
audio is close to the mic of the camera (again not to close that it touches).

Sound checks 
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Practice first 

Now you are all set up! But first 
do a short rehearsal. I would 
suggest you to shoot a couple of 
postures from your sequence: 
some movements (like sun  
salutation) standing pose and sit-
ting pose. 

Then replay your test and check 
the following: 

ready, set, shoot
STEP

03

Are all your body parts in frame (most of the time)? 

Do you hear yourself clearly without noise? 

How is the light? No strong shadows or too bright parts? 

Did you remove all the unwanted objects in the frame?

Is the camera well aligned and straight? 

Are you happy with what you see and hear? 
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Time to shoot and teach

When you start your class you can open with an 
introduction talk directly into the camera and 
speak directly to your students to make contact. 

Whenever you start you practice try not to 
look into the camera, find your dristhi. Come 
into your flow and don't let yourself get  
distracted but stick to your sequence. If you  
happen to be out of balance, you make a mistake  
or something unexpected happens just start 
over from the beginning of that posture and 
continue. You can fix that afterwards with a cut 
in the edit. Make sure when you start over you 
start from the exact same place. And try not to 
move your mat or the things around you during 
class.

Teach like you would 
always do. Just shine 
your beautiful you 
out into the camera.
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and...go
STEP

04

Computer
> iMovie (Apple) 
> Davinci Resolve (Windows)  
> Premiere Pro (Apple + Windows) 

The first two are relatively easy-to-use programs 
and come with just enough utilities and features 
for a beginner. Premiere Pro is the program I use, 
but you need a lot of practice before it becomes 
workable, so I won’t recommend unless you have 
experience with it. 

Phone
> iMovie (Apple) 
> Kinemaster (Android) 
> Adobe Rush (Apple + Android)
 
These three options are very easy beginners editing 
mobile apps. Adobe Rush is my favorite! It’s perfect 
for option 3, since you can record your teachings 
directly over the video.

Editing 

The editing of the video can be the most 
difficult part. So we try to shoot as good as  
possible and hopefully everything is 
ok the first time. There are different 
free apps or programs you can use 
for editing. Take your time to edit your 
video. And please don’t overdo with 
titles, animations and transitions. You 
want to keep your video clear and tight. 

There are many video editing options 
out there of course and everyone has its  
favourite. I use Premiere Pro, but 
you need a lot of practice before 
it becomes workable, so I won’t 
recommend unless you have  
experience with it. Here some good 
options for desktop and smartphones. 
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Shine out loud

After exporting your video it is ready to be shared! 
Think about the caption that comes with your  
video. A nice inspirational text and something 
about your class will be a good trigger for your 
students to get curious and click. 

Also think about where and how you want to 
share it. You can share it on all your social media  
channels. Maybe the studio where you 
teach can share it as well to reach your 
actual students. It would be amazing if 
you would also share your video with  
@namaste.athome so we can build up an 
online community for all our students. It is my 
goal to collect as much videos as possible, so we 
can turn this into an inspiration platform for all 
teachers and students at home.

These are hard times, as most of the yoga  
teachers are  freelancers, you don’t get paid 
for your classes now. Posting and viewing your  
video online is currently for free. That's  exeactly 
why it would be great to build a community  
together. So we can ask the students to give a small 
donation to support you. The more people we 
reach the bigger changes that you get paid. What 
you can do is place a money request (and let your 
student choose the amount) in your post or bio 
and refer to it kindly in the caption or at the end 
of the video. If you found out any other options 
please let me know. 

Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you need 
any advise or help with producing your video. Or if 
you like to share some insights with me. I am very  
happy to help you out. 

Namaste, 
Roos

Lets keep on 
sharing our 
beautiful 
teachings with 
the world! 

share your video on instagram with @namaste.athome



LET'S KEEP IN TOUCH
Roos de Jong 
Tathata Video
Amsterdam
+316 4222 34 84 

namaste@tathata-video.com
tathata-video.com
@tathata.video

share your home practice 
and teachings on Instagram:
@namaste.athome
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